
Meeting of Moon Lake Riparian Board

Meeting Date:  October 11, 2018

Meeting Place:  Pine Cone Cafe


Board Members Present:  	 Bob Turnquist

	 	 	 	 Steve Sunderland

	 	 	 	 Frank Kuchevar

	 	 	 	 Dale Sharpee

	 	 	 	 Carol Youmans

	 	 	 	 Eric Zorr

	 	 	 	 Peggy Zorr


Business Discussed


1)   Weather station:  it is on its last legs.  Do we want to continue with it.  Does someone else 
want to take it over? Doesn’t do well reading wind but does read barometric pressure, temp, 
rainfall.

	 Decision:  Next nice day Bob and Eric will take it down off Bob’s roof and move to 	  
another location.


	 Also regarding weather…Research historical data for weather Rod Sharka (not sure of 
spelling) snowfall data, may be able to get info once per month.


	 Eric will contact local TV/Radio station to see if they can point us to a resource for us to 
use.

	 

	 Frank will continue to relate ice on/off dates.

	 

	 Bob will contact airport in LOL in search of weather information.


2)   Discussion of providing shelter for panfish:

	 

	 Dale will provide a map for cribs so they an be checked/rebuilt.


3)   Donations:

	 

	 Should we increase our donation to ISCCW to $200?

	 Motion made by Bob Turnquist and seconded by Steve Sunderland to donate $200 to 
ISCCW from MLRA Invasive Species Account. Bob will draft and send out a letter regarding 
this donation.


	 Discussion regarding donating a small amount as a thank you and for continued 
encouragement to Northern Edge for cleaning boats being tested in Moon Lake using the 
sprayer loaned out by the ISCCW.


	 Motion made by Frank K. and seconded by Eric Z. to give Northern Edge $50 as a 
thank you for their continued support for keeping invasive species our of Moon Lake.


	 Eric will write/send letter to Northern Edge (after board approval) in regards to this 
donation and our appreciation of their help to keep our lake clean.


4)  Steve will send out a request in the newsletter for a person to represent Moon Lake with the 
ISCCW .




5)   It was reported that Steve LaPalio would volunteer to look for invasive species.  Discussion 
made regarding a title for this position.  “Milfoil Man” was tossed out as an idea but no title has 
yet to be determined.  (you are supposed to smile at that last sentence.)


6)   Discussion was made regarding saving important files from our association.  Bob T. will 
work over the winter with Google Docs find a viable solution.


7)   Lake quality report to be continued.


8)   Loon nest will remain in same location next year and will be trimmed.


9) A $25 donation from a frequent Moon Lake user, Barb Grubel.  This donation will be will be 
deposited into our Invasive Species Fund.  A thank you was sent out to Barb by Eric Z.


10) A reminder for $25 dues for the MLRA will be sent out.


11). Frank K. will do some investigating into who is cashing checks for the funds that are 
donated to Fire Department, etc.  


Respectfully submitted by Peggy Zorr, MLRA secretary (in training)

	 

	 



